
SEAT Ateca.



Make every day

Wake up. Go. Pause. Repeat. When you embrace 
every moment as an opportunity to live life to the 
fullest, even the most ordinary routine becomes 
extraordinary. The SEAT Ateca is an award-winning 
SUV for those who savour every second of every day. 
How will you start yours?

a great day.
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The SEAT Ateca is an urban SUV that
combines style with substance, dynamic 
design with state-of-the art tech. Bold lines, 
extra space and everything you need to stay 
entertained, safe and happy on the road. 
Here’s to Monday mornings.

Why accept 
ordinary?

Your Ateca.
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Bigger. Bolder. Better. Just look at it. A dynamic 
exterior, high roofline, sharp contours and taut 
curves. Full LED, chromed roof rails and an Ateca  
Light Silhouette to welcome you. Because every  
day deserves to be this special.

Today.  
Yours for  
the taking.

Exterior design
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Welcome to the new SEAT Ateca FR. Dynamic 
4-wheel drive performance and plenty of 
forward-looking tech. This is the urban SUV 
built to help you to rise to any challenge.

Time to show 
the road 
who’s boss.

FR.

Perfect vision.

Out of the groove.

How are you feeling 
today? Just press the 
Driving Experience button 
and switch instantly to 
different driving modes. 
Sporty, relaxed or eco?  
It’s up to you.

Rear LED Taillights 
add distinctive style 
to the back of your 
Ateca FR.
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The Top View Camera screen 
offers a 360-degree view of 
your surroundings, helping 
you avoid little scrapes.

Exclusive 19″ FR wheels  
and dynamic 4-wheel drive 
performance give the Ateca FR 
a truly sporty personality.

01 Smart rollers. 02 Eye in the sky.

The sporty steering wheel 
features an exclusive FR logo.

Comfort should be second nature. 
Real leather seats give your 
day-to-day that premium feel.

03 Sports star.

An illuminated doorstep with 
FR logo makes every entrance, 
or exit, worth making.

04 See the light.

The FR’s racing DNA is expressed in 
the shape of the dynamic chromed 
double exhaust pipes. 

05 Double trouble. 06 The real deal.
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Safety
•  Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP)
•  Electronic differential lock (XDS), 

Dynamic Traction Control
•  Cruise Control System (CCS)
•  Driver and passenger airbag with 

front passenger airbag deactivation
• Side airbag in the front seats
•  LED front fog lamps  

with cornering light
•  Park assist includes front and rear 

distance control
• Rear view camara
Exterior 
•  Performance 18" 36/3 Alloy Wheels
•  Chromed Pack: Chromed roof 

rails, black wheelarch mouldings, 
chromed

•  Chromed double exhaust pipe
• Dark-tinted windows
• Rear spoiler in body colour
•  Sport bumpers
• Black window frames
Electronics 
•   Kessy ( Keyless Entry & Go)
•   Electric adjustable, foldable  

and heated exterior mirrors  
with welcome light

• Kombi TFT Colour 
•   Media System Plus: 8" Colour touch 

screen, sound features: MP3/WMA 
and 8 speakers

•  LED interior illumination, advanced 
(multicolour) ambient lighting 

•  SEAT Full LED: LED rear lamp, Electric 
heated, adjustable and foldable 
exterior mirrors with welcome light 
and lowering function, automatic 
headlight adjustment

•  SEAT Drive Profile with Driving 
Experience button Dynamic 
steering, Drive Profile selection 
and conventional shock absorber, 
Eco function

Interior 
•  Document holder under driver seat
•  Armrest in front with length and 

height adjustment with integrated 
box and cupholders

•  Leather-trimmed multifunctional 
steering wheel for airbag system

•   Illuminated doorstep in front doors 
with FR lettering

•  Chromed Package
• Dinamica® Black seats cover
•  Red FR Stitching on seat upholstery, 

gearshift and steering wheel
• Aluminium FR pedals

Standard Equipment
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Want more? You’ve got it. The SEAT Ateca 
Xcellence adds even more elegance and 
state-of-the-art technology to the mix.

Some corners 
aren’t for cutting.

Xcellence.

Light up the road.

Open up.

LED Taillights at  
the back make sure 
the Ateca Xcellence 
won’t go unnoticed. 

The Panoramic 
Sunroof gives you  
a perfect 360º vision 
of the day outside.
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 Safety 
• Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP)
•  Electronic differential lock (XDS), 

Dynamic Traction Control
•  Cruise Control System (CCS)
•  Driver and passenger airbag with 

front passenger airbag deactivation
• Side airbag in the front seats
•  LED front fog lamps  

with cornering light
•  Park assist includes front and rear 

distance control
•  Rear view camara
•  Convenience Pack: Rain & light 

sensor, electrochromic interior 
mirror, automatic Coming & Leaving 
Home function 

 Exterior 
• Performance 18" 36/1 Alloy Wheels
• Chromed double exhaust pipe
• Dark-tinted windows
•  Front grill in high glossy black, 

painted bumpers
•  Chromed Pack: Chromed roof rails, 

black wheel arch mouldings, 
chromed frame around windows

•  Front grill in high glossy black, 
Painted bumpers

 Electronics
•   Kessy ( Keyless Entry & Go)
 •  Electric adjustable, foldable  

and heated exterior mirrors  
with welcome light

•  SEAT Full LED: LED rear lamp,  
Electric heated, adjustable  
and foldable exterior mirrors  
with welcome light and lowering 
function, automatic headlight 
adjustment

• Kombi TFT Colour
•   Media System Plus: 8" Colour touch 

screen, sound features: MP3/WMA 
and 8 speakers

•  LED interior illumination, advanced 
(multicolour) ambient lighting 

• LED rear lamp
•  SEAT Drive Profile with Driving 

Experience button Dynamic 
steering, Drive Profile selection  
and conventional shock absorber, 
Eco function 

Interior 
• Alcantara® Brown seats covering
• Document holder under driver seat
•  Armrest in front with length and 

height adjustment with integrated  
box and cupholders

•  Rear armrest & back seat realease 
mechanism from boot

•  Leather-trimmed multifunctional 
steering wheel for airbag system

•  Illuminated doorstep in front  
doors with Xcellence lettering

•  Chromed Package

With big 19" Machined alloyed 
wheels, the Ateca Xcellence 
boasts a powerful profile.

Smooth control. Leather steering 
wheel with Xcellence logo.

Just put your smartphone on  
the Wireless Charger and forget 
about ever running out of battery 
on the road again.

The BeatsAudio™ system in the 
Ateca Xcellence is a 340W, 10 
speaker system with a subwoofer 
in the boot. Loud and proud, this is 
music at its best.
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01 Standing tall. 02 The wheel deal. 03 Always on.

Full LED Headlights add safety  
and style to every ride with the 
latest in lighting technology.

05 Stay safe, look sharp.

With the Virtual Pedal and Electric 
Boot with Keyless System you can 
open your boot without having to 
lift a finger.

04 Look, no hands. 06 Bigger beats.

Standard Equipment
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Brains and beauty. The Ateca Style has 
everything you need to add some style  
to your daily routine.

Style.  
It’s how  
you use it.

Style.

Longer, clearer, brighter.

Travel first class.

Keep your focus ahead. 
Twin Halogen Lamps  
last longer and provide  
a crystal-clear view of  
the road in front of you.

The spacious interior is 
designed to make every 
journey special, with 
ultimate comfort and 
high-quality finishing.
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With the Adaptive Cruise  
Control activator you can take 
your foot off the accelerator 
and enjoy the view.

0301
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Climatronic lets the driver, and 
every passenger in the car, 
select the perfect temperature 
for their journey.

03 Warm or cool? 
You decide.

02 Keep cruising.

The distinctive Frame Radiator 
Grille in chrome adds an  
eye-catching look to the front  
of the SEAT Ateca.

01 Make an impression.

With the Electric Handbrake you 
can engage and disconnect your 
brake at the touch of a button. 
It’s as simple as that.

06 Press and go.

Rear folding tables hold 
tablets, books, and whatever 
else keeps your backseat 
passengers busy.

04 Fun on the go.

Rear LEDs give the Ateca Style a 
sharp profile and improve visibility 
for approaching cars.

05 Make it shine.

Standard Equipment

Safety 
• Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP)
•  Electronic differential lock (XDS), 

Dynamic Traction Control
•  Cruise Control System (CCS)
•  Driver and passenger airbag with 

front passenger airbag deactivation
• Side airbag in the front seats
• Rear Park Distance Control
•  Halogen front fog lamps  

with cornering light
Exterior 
• Dynamic 17" 36/1 Alloy Wheels
• Rear exhaust pipe
• Black Roof Rails
•  Electric adjustable, foldable  

and heated exterior mirrors  
housing painted

Electronics 
•  Electronic parking brake  

including Auto Hold function
•  Halogen twin headlights and 

separate LED daytime running lights
•   Media System Plus: 8" Colour touch 

screen, sound features: MP3/WMA 
and 8 speakers 

• Kombi TFT Colour 
• LED rear lamp
•  Climatronic
•  Convenience Pack: Rain & light 

sensor, electrochromic interior 
mirror, automatic Coming & Leaving 
Home function

•  SEAT Drive Profile with Driving 
Experience button Dynamic 
steering, Drive Profile selection  
and conventional shock absorber, 
Eco function

Interior
• Document holder under driver seat
•  Driver seat lumbar adjustment, 

passenger seat height and lumbar 
adjustment

• Woven fabric seat covering
•  Unsplit rear seat bench,  

split & folding backrest
•  Leather-trimmed multifunctional 

steering wheel for airbag system
• Paddles in steering wheel for DSG 
•  Child seat anchor for child seat 

system (ISOFIX)

06
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Reference.
What more  
do you need?

Enjoy the ride.

Big ideas.

An 8" touchscreen display 
with Full Link technology 
means you’re always 
connected and in control. 
Now choose your soundtrack.

Just imagine what you can 
do with 510l of boot space. 
The SEAT Ateca Reference 
gives you all the room you 
need to make even your 
biggest plans a reality.

The Ateca Reference comes equipped  
with everything you need to fill every  
day with moments to savour.
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19"

19"

Dynamic 36/01 St  Puigmal Black St  XE  FR

Aneto Black St  XE  FR

Dynamic Machined 36/02 St Puigmal Silver St  XE  FR Puigmal Glossy Black St  XE Aneto Machined Matt Black St  XE  FR

Aneto Silver St  XE  FR Aneto Diamond  
Anthracite St  XE  FR

Aneto Glossy Black St  XE  FRPerformance 36/01 XE Performance  
Machined 36/02 St  XE

Performance 36/03 FR

Urban 36/01 R  Design 36/01 R  

Exclusive Machined 
36/01 XE

Exclusive Machined
36/02 FR

16"

18"

17"

19"

Reference R  
Style St  

Xcellence XE  
FR FR  

Standard   
Optional   

Accessories wheels.
 SEAT Sport Line: All Wheels accessories fitted at SEAT Sport.  
Order through Car Configurator and receive them already 
mounted on your new car.

Wheels.

18"
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Reference R  
Style St  

Xcellence XE  
FR FR  

Standard   
Optional  

¹ Soft colour.
² Metallic colour.

³ End of production in week 42, 2019.
⁴ Start of producction in week 33,2019.

Colours.

Bila White1 R  St  XE  Nevada White2 R  St  XE  FR  Brilliant Silver2 R  St  XE  

Velvet Red2 R  St  XE  FR  Samoa Orange2,³ R  St  XE  FR  Lava Blue2 R  St  XE Energy blue1 R  St  XE  FR  

Rodium Grey2 R  St  XE  FR  Crystal Black²,⁴ FR  

Magnetic Brown2 R  St  XE  

Black Magic2 R  St  XE
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Upholsteries.

Alcantara® Brown and Black Sport seats EE XE Dinamica® Black Sport seats DV+PL7 XE

Leather Black Sport seats DV+WL1 Dinamica® Black Sport seat MEXE FR

Leather Black Sport seats ME+WL1 FRStLeather Black Sport seats BB+WL1

Cloth Black and Grey Comfort seats AS R Cloth Blue and Black Comfort seats BB St Dinamica® Black Sport seats BB+PL7 St

Reference R  
Style St  

Xcellence XE  
FR FR  

Standard   
Optional   
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Environmental information.

SEAT Drive Profile includes an ECO option 
that puts your Ateca into an environmentally 
friendly low fuel consumption mode.

Eco driving   

To cut back on the use of potentially harmful 
substances, we’ve eliminated all the lead in 
the SEAT Ateca’s shock absorbers, in the 
seals of all electric, electronic and glass 
components and inside the car’s capacitors.

Renewable materials 

By using a modular configuration system  
to reduce components and assemblies,  
the Ateca’s engines are up to 30% lighter, 
contributing to the efficiency and overall  
fuel consumption of your car. Acoustic 
improvements have also been made 
throughout all our engines to decrease  
noise pollution on the road.

Engines   

Using Full LED and LED daytime running 
lights in the SEAT Ateca significantly reduces 
electricity consumption and increases the 
life expectancy of your headlights.

Lighting   

The SEAT Ateca complies with strict 
new noise regulations thanks to  
improvements in its exhaust pipes  
and acoustic package.

Acoustics   

The SEAT Ateca’s all alloy wheels have 
been put through rigorous fatigue and 
stress tests to make sure they perform 
better and last longer. Alloys have been 
designed to be as light as possible.

Alloy wheels  Low rolling resistance reduces energy loss to improve 
fuel efficiency and a Tyre-pressure monitoring system 
(TPMS) detects loss of pressure, reducing both fuel 
consumption and the tyre’s wear and tear.

Tyres with a low rolling resistance   

By building the chassis with high-resistance 
steel together with innovative moulding 
technology, we’ve reduced the thickness  
of the Ateca, without making any 
compromises in its performance.

Chassis   All your Ateca air conditioners use  
the latest coolants, which have a 
significantly lower impact on global 
warming.

Air conditioning 

SEAT’s technical development environmental objectives

 Climate protection.   Preservation of resources.   Health protection.

When entering an environment with poor  
air quality, your Ateca’s Pure Air system 
temporarily shuts off the car’s air vents, 
keeping out any harmful contaminants.

Air quality   
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Engine specs.
Engine

1.5 EcoTSI 150 HP (110 kW)
ACT MQ-6 Start/Stop  
| ACT DSG-7 Start/Stop

1.6 TDI 115 HP (85 kW)
CR MQ-6 Start/Stop
| CR DSG-7 Start/Stop

2.0 TDI CR 150 HP (110 kW)
MQ-6 Start/Stop | DSG-7 Start/Stop
| DSG-7 4WD Start/Stop

2.0 TDI CR 190 HP (140 kW)
DSG-7 4WD Start/Stop

Cylinder/Valve (total) 4/16 4/16 4/16 4/16
Displacement (cc) 1,498 1,598 1,968 1,968
Cylinder bore and stroke (mm) 74.5/85.9 79.5/80.5 81 .0/95.5 81/95.5
Compression ratio 10.5 | 10.5 16.2 16.2 15.5
Maximum power (kW (HP)/rpm) 110 (150)/5,000 - 6,000 85 (115) /3,250 - 4,000 110 (150) /3,500 - 4,000 140 (190) /3,500 - 4,000
Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 250/1,500 - 3,500 250 /1,750 - 3,200 340/1,750 - 3,000 400/1,750 - 3,250
Fuel supply system TSI direct injection Direct injection: Common Rail Direct injection: Common Rail Direct injection: Common Rail
Ignition Electronic map-controlled ignition Compressed ignition Compressed ignition Compressed ignition
Atmospheric/Supercharged Turbocharged Turbocharged Turbocharged Turbocharged
Fuel type 4.5 Diesel Diesel Diesel 

Performance
Maximum speed (km/h (gear) 201 (5) | 198 (5) 184 (5) | 183 (6) 200(5) | 200 (6) | 196 (6) 212 (6)
Acceleration 0-80 km/h (s) 5.9 | 6.0 8.2 6.2 | 6.2 | 5.7 5.3
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (s) 8.5 | 8.6 11.5 8.8 | 8.8 |8.8 7.6
Acceleration 80-120 km/h (s) 10.3 | 10.8 14.3 | 14.5 10.4 | 11.5 | 12.8 11.2
Acceleration 1000 m (s) 30.0 | 30.6 33.5 30.9 | 30.9 |31.0 28.7

Transmission
Gearbox type MQ250-6F (SAP) | DQ200-7F (SSP) MQ250-6F (UHY) | DQ200-7F (UBZ) MQ350-6F (TWE) | DQ381-7F (UAX) | DQ381-7A (UAU) DQ 381-7A (SWP)

Dimensions
Body type A-SUV A-SUV A-SUV A-SUV
Length/width/height (mm) Front: 4,363/1,841/1,601 (roof) - 1,615 (roof rails)  

| Front: 4,363/1,841/1,601 (roof) - 1,615 (roof rails)
Front: 4,363/1,841/1,601 (roof)  
- 1,615 (roof rails)

Front: 4,363 /1,841 /1,601 (roof) - 1,615 (roof rails)  
| Front: 4,363 /1,841 /1,601 (roof) - 1,615 (roof rails)  
| Allrad: 4,363 /1,841 /1,611 (roof) - 1,625 (roof rails)

Allrad: 4,363/1,841/1,611 (roof) - 1,625 (roof rails)

Wheelbase (mm) 2,638 | 2,638 Front: 2,638 Front: 2,638 | Front: 2,638 | Allrad: 2,630 2,630
Track front/rear (mm) 1,576 - 1,541 | 1,576 - 1,541 Front: 1,576 - 1,541

 
Front: 1,576 - 1,541 | Front: 1,576 - 1,541  
| Allrad: 1,572 - 1,544

1,572 - 1,544

Boot capacity (l) 510 | 510 Front: 510 Front: 510 | Front: 510 | Allrad: 485 485
Fuel tank capacity (l) 50 | 50 Front: 50 Front: 50 | Front: 50 | Allrad: 55 55

Weights
In running order with driver (kg) 1,355 | 1,370 1,428 | 1,446 1,453 | 1,483 |1,578 1,589
Maximum weight with driver (kg) Front/Rear 794/561 | 809/561 865/563 | 881/565 880/573 | 909/574 | 926/652 948/641
Maximum weight allowed (kg) 1,900 | 1,920 1,970 | 1,990 1,990 | 2,010 | 2,120 2,130
Maximum weight without brake (kg) 670 | 680 710 | 720 720 | 740 | 750 750
Maximum weight w/brake 8% (kg) 1,850 | 1,800 1,700 | 1,700 1,900 | 1,900 | 2,100 2,100
Maximum weight w/brake 12% (kg) 1,800 | 1,600 1,500 | 1,500 1,800 | 1,800 | 2,100 2,100

Dimensions.
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SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. The information in this brochure 
can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication, you should always check with your authorised SEAT 
Partner for the latest informa tion. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. This vehicle and 
all its parts, as well as the original spares, were designed according to the Legal Regulations governing the prevention and minimisation of Environmental lmpact, through the use of recycled/

recyclable materials, with measures taken to achieve suitable recycling for the conservation and improvement of environmental quality. 

10/2019. Printed in Spain.


